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Barns at Hill House, 
Mellis Road, Burgate, Suffolk  

 

(TL 087 758) 
 

Historic Building Record 
 
This report provides a written and photographic record at English Heritage (2006) Level 2 of 
a group of farm buildings known for planning purposes as barns in the curtilage of a grade 
II-listed farmhouse. It has been prepared to a brief written by Suffolk County Council’s 
Archaeological Service (Edward Martin, 9th September 2010, ref.  
SpecHBR&Mon(EM)_HillHo_Burgate_1677_06), and is intended to fulfil a condition of 
planning permission for conversion (Mid Suffolk District Council 1677/06, condition 8).  
 

Introduction  
 
The report is accompanied by a CD containing a photographic record in the form of 125 
digital images (Appendix 1) but also includes 14 printed photographs to illustrate the text 
(Appendix 2). Each image is described in a separate schedule and wherever possible includes 
a scale rod with half-metre divisions. The site was inspected on 30th September 2010.  
 

Summary 
 
Hill House lies on a ridge of high ground in open, arable countryside approximately 500 m 
east of Burgate parish church. It adjoins what appears to have been a broad medieval 
crossroads or small common and is shown as a cluster of three buildings on Hodskinson’s 
map of 1783. At the time of the tithe survey in 1840 it formed a large tenanted holding of 159 
acres on the Redgrave Hall estate, and the farmhouse was shown on the tithe map together 
with eight detached outbuildings – an exceptional number for the period. Despite the loss of 
at least one early barn in recent years no fewer than four early-17th century timber-framed 
structures still survive on the site and represent an important group which offers historic 
insight into the nature and distribution of farm buildings at this time. The grade II-listed 
farmhouse in the centre of the complex is a substantial property of Yeoman or minor-gentry 
status containing a closely-studded parlour with elaborate chamfer-stops to its ceiling and a 
fine ovolo-moulded window in a contemporary rear wing. It has been much altered, and its 
hall and service bays are reconstructions of the 18th or 19th century that may have replaced 
medieval predecessors. The most complete and most important domestic house on the site 
was almost certainly built as a ‘unit house’ for the accommodation of semi-independent 
family members to the south of the main farmhouse. As such it is a rare survival of national 
significance. The house was converted into a granary in circa 1800 but its frame remained 
largely intact and contains evidence of a central chimney and south-facing lobby entrance 
with a hall and parlour of equal proportions on each side. It retains original ceilings on both 
the ground and upper storeys, together with a clasped-purlin roof from which only the wind-
braces have been removed. The building was of good quality, with a uniform oak frame, 
glazed oriel windows and plaster ceilings, but at just 10.7 m in length (35 ft) it was unusually 
compact. The five-bay barn to the north of the site is also of considerable interest as a 
sophisticated multi-purpose example which combined a three-bay threshing barn with 
separate stables or sheds at both ends – one of which contained a cross-entry in the standard 
manner of stables and the other a single entrance in its gable. A small detached stable adjacent 
to the barn is also a notoriously rare survival with externally trenched wall braces and 
evidence of a hay loft. Both the barn and particularly the stable have been much altered and 
fail to meet the strict English Heritage for individual listing, despite their undoubted value as 
part of a rare historic group, but the granary merits listing at grade II.  
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Figure 1   Current Ordnance Survey Site Plan. 

Enclosing the two blocks of historic buildings outbuildings in red and showing the grade 
II-listed early-17th century farmhouse to the west of a turning circle in the centre of the 

site. The granary (converted from an early-17th century domestic house) lies to the south 
with the early-17th century multi-function five-bay barn and detached stable to the 

north. The farm lies on a crossroads between the Mellis Road (running north-south) and 
the lane to Burgate church which now forms a green lane or byway to the north-east. 
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Historic Context: Documentary & Cartographic Record 
 
Hill House lies on a ridge of high ground in open, arable countryside approximately 500 m 
east of Burgate parish church. It adjoins what appears to have been a broad medieval 
crossroads or small common at the junction of the Wortham-Mellis road on the west and a 
lane leading eastwards from the church on the south. The section of this lane to the east of the 
farm is now an unmetalled green lane designated as a byway but is depicted as a highway on 
Hodskinson’s map of 1783 (figure 2), which shows three buildings in a broad enclosure in the 
manner of a small hamlet rather than an individual farm. The house is a grade II-listed timber-
framed and rendered structure described by the Schedule of Listed Buildings as ‘probably 
early-17th century’. The building was inspected briefly for the purpose of this survey and 
contains a high-quality timber-framed parlour bay of circa 1610 to the west of a 
contemporary chimney with ‘sawtooth’ shafts. The exposed studwork is closely spaced with 
evidence of large display windows and the ceiling timbers are neatly chamfered with step-
stops to the common joists and elaborate shield-stops with notches to the axial joist. The hall 
and service bays to the east appear to have been rebuilt in the late-18th or 19th century, 
probably on the site of a medieval hall to which the parlour was added as an extension, but the 
brick-clad kitchen to the rear (north) also dates from the early-17th century and was originally 
aligned at right-angles to the southern range: it preserves a fine window with an ovolo-
moulded transom and mullions in its northern gable. This rear wing was later extended to the 
west and its roof remodelled to form the present ‘double-pile’ layout. Such a house would 
have been appropriate to a Yeoman farmer with 100 acres or more in the 17th century, or 
possibly a member of the minor gentry.  
 

 
 

Figure 2 
Hodskinson’s Map of Suffolk in 1783, indicating Hill House by a stylised group of three 

buildings in a large rectangular enclosure to the east of Burgate church in the centre. 
The southernmost building may represent the granary and could indicate that it still 

remained in use as a domestic house. 
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Figure 3 
The Burgate tithe map of 1840 showing a pond on the site of the modern turning circle 

with the farmhouse in red to the west. The rectangular granary lies to the south 
(building 1 in figure 7) and the barn (2) with its northern porch to the north. The 

misalignment of the stable (3) to the south-east of the barn is not accurately depicted, 
and the farmhouse cannot have been L-shaped in the manner shown here. Two 

buildings with the distinctive outline of barns (neither of which now survive) face the 
green lane leading to the north-east. Original in Suffolk Record Office (Ipswich branch). 
 
It should be noted that the property appears on all Ordnance Surveys as Hill House, and is 
listed by this name, but is apparently known to its present owners as Hill Farm (which sign 
appears at the entrance from Mellis Road). The Schedule of Listed Buildings refers to an 
article in the East Anglian Miscellany of 1922 (pp. 8-9). 
 
At the time of the Burgate tithe survey in 1840 the farm was a substantial arable holding of 
159 acres (including 30 of pasture) occupied by David Simpson as part of the Redgrave Hall 
estate owned by George St Vincent Wilson Esquire (who served as High Sheriff of Suffolk in 
1841). The site of the farm was described only as ‘house, yards and buildings’ (no. 118 on the 
map in figure 2) with ‘barn field’ to the north (119) and a pasture known as ‘home croft’ to 
the east (145). The granary is clearly identifiable as a rectangular structure to the south of a 
pond which occupies the position of the modern turning circle to the south-east of the 
farmhouse. The barn to the north of the site (building 2 in figure 7) is also recognisable with 
its central porch, but the stable (3) appears to adjoin its south-eastern corner at right angles 
rather than its present irregular alignment. The structure may have been subsequently moved 
but this anomaly probably relates instead to an inaccuracy on the part of the surveyor who 
also failed to show the 17th century northern wing which projects from the centre of the 
farmhouse’s northern elevation. It is unusual for a tithe map to show a single farm with eight 
detached outbuildings at a time when a barn with perhaps a stable or cartlodge was the norm, 
and this lends support to the interpretation of the site as a cluster of two or three domestic 
houses in 1783. Of the two T-shaped buildings which respect the green lane to the east of the 
surviving farmhouse (i.e. on a NE-SW axis) one formed a thatched barn which survived until 
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the 1970s and is shown in the attached aerial photograph (illustration 1 below) while the other 
(the outline of which is also suggestive of a barn) had been demolished by 1886 (figure 4). An 
additional building to the west of the remaining barn had also been lost, but in other respects 
the layout of the farm was unchanged. This continuity is in marked contrast to most East 
Anglian farm complexes, which underwent either complete reconstruction or major 
refurbishment during the mid-19th century in response to the newly fashionable system of 
intensive mixed animal husbandry now known as Victorian High Farming. Its absence here 
may relate to the well-known financial troubles of the Wilson family from the 1840s onwards. 
The minor changes shown on subsequent editions of the Ordnance Survey are described in the 
captions of figures 4 and 5 below. The present owners purchased the farmhouse without the 
farm land and buildings in 1974 but subsequently acquired the latter in addition and replaced 
the thatch shown on the granary in illustration 1 with pantiles in circa 1980.   
 

 
 

Figure 4 
First Edition 25 inch Ordnance Survey of 1886, showing a small projection from the 

centre of the granary’s northern elevation (probably an external stair to the first-floor 
loading door) and the stable (3) to the south-east of the northern barn (2) is accurately 
depicted. The easternmost of the two barns abutting the byway had been demolished 

since 1840 but the site had otherwise altered little. 
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Figure 5 

Second Edition 25 inch Ordnance Survey of 1904, showing the buildings in more detail 
and using broken lines to indicate open-sided structures such as animal shelter sheds. 

 
Figure 6 

Third Edition 25 inch Ordnance Survey of 1927. The northern lean-to adjoining the 
southern granary had yet to be built, but lean-to sheds had been added to the barn’s 
northern elevation (2) and the new rectangular outline of the stable (3) suggests its 

eastern tack room (3a) had been built since 1904.  
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Building Analysis  

 
 
 

Figure 7 
Block plan of site identifying each historic building with a number for ease of reference 

in the text and photographic record. Adapted from Ordnance Survey. N.B. The oval 
feature to the east of the farmhouse is a gravel turning circle but reflects the pond 

shown on previous  Ordnance Surveys. 
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Key to Figure 6 
 
1.  ‘The Granary’ (re-named ‘Owl Barn’ in 2009). A timber-framed and rendered 
two-cell domestic lobby-entrance house of circa 1630 with a central chimney dividing a 
hall and parlour of equal proportions.  South-facing (like the modern farmhouse to the 
north) with glazed ‘oriel’ windows in its main facade and smaller mullioned windows on 
the upper storey to the rear. Clasped-purlin roof structure with wind-braces, now 
pantiled, formerly thatched but probably peg-tiled originally. Converted into a cart 
lodge with a first-floor granary in the late-18th or early-19th century. Probably a rare 
‘unit house’ on a single farm (designed to accommodate a semi-independent unit of the 
same family). A 20th century lean-to shed adjoining the northern elevation and blocking 
the granary loading door (1a). The original timber frame remains largely intact (more 
so than the farmhouse) and the building merits separate listing at grade II.  Conversion 
work was well underway at the time of inspection leading to considerable loss of historic 
fabric.  
 
2. Early-17th century timber-framed and weatherboaded barn of five bays with 
modern roof of corrugated iron. Originally rendered externally and with two internal 
partitions dividing a three-bay central threshing barn with southern entrance from 
single-bay sheds at both ends. The eastern shed with a cross-entry against its gable in 
the manner of a stable and the western shed with a single entrance door at the southern 
end of its gable and of uncertain purpose.  Converted into a single 5-bay barn in the 
early-19th century and now used as a workshop. The framing of the front and rear 
elevations largely intact and of good quality with mid-rails and trenched braces, but 
both gables substantially rebuilt in the 19th century and the roof structure replaced in 
the 20th century. Fragmentary remains of a 19th century red-brick threshing floor within 
the southern entrance, otherwise the floor is of modern concrete. A small section of 
external clay render survives to the southern elevation. Open-sided cattle shelter-shed 
added to south in mid-19th century but rebuilt in late-20th century with the exception of a 
clay-lump wall linking the barn’s south-eastern corner to the stable (3). 20th century 
lean-to sheds flanking northern porch.  
 
3.   Early-17th century timber-framed and weatherboarded stable with hay loft. 
Much altered, but retaining sections of original framing to east and west with trenched 
wall-bracing. The loft removed, leaving only the binding joists of a secondary, raised 
ceiling in situ, and the roof replaced in the 20th century.  Now pantiled but formerly 
covered with corrugated iron. A 20th century brick lean-to tack room added to the rear 
eastern elevation (3a).     
 
4.  Early-17th century farmhouse of Yeoman or minor gentry quality with 
chamfered joists and close-studding to parlour. Much altered, with hall and service 
range rebuilt in late-18th or 19th century, but retaining an ovolo-moulded window in its 
rear wing. Grade II-listed. Not discussed further below but see page 3 above. 
 
The Granary (1) 
 
 N.B. Conversion work on the granary had begun prior to inspection but had been suspended 
for some weeks. Key original timbers had been removed and replaced with new oak, 
particularly in the eastern gable and the lower storey of the northern elevation, and 
interpretation was hampered accordingly. The following analysis incorporates information 
from a survey undertaken for the owners by an unknown neighbour as part of a 2009 thesis 
for the degree of M Sc in Timber Building Conservation: the survey misinterprets the building 
as a 17th century granary of unique form but includes useful measurements of the gable mid-
rails which have since been replaced (to the east) and partly hidden by brickwork (to the 
west).  
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Proportions and Structure 
The granary is a fully framed oak structure in three bays which extends to 10.7 m in length by 
5.2 m in overall width (52 ft by 17 ft) on an approximately east-west axis. Its walls rise to 4.7 
m (15.5 ft) at their roof plates (measured internally), with mid-rails 2 m beneath (6.5 ft) and a 
secondary red-brick plinth of 0.7 m (28 ins). The storey posts are heavily jowled and the 
individual timbers are pegged and tenoned to the frame in the medieval tradition, although, 
unusually, the first-floor studs are tenoned but not pegged to the mid-rail. The present floor is 
of beaten earth and hoggin but appears to have been dug out as part of the recent conversion 
work and is now 0.5 m lower than the external ground level in the adjoining paddock. The 
building is clad chiefly in 20th century weatherboarding with 19th or early-20th century red-
brick to the lower storey of its western gable and its roof is pantiled. Photographs of the 1970s 
show the previous thatch, but this is unlikely to have been an original feature as the rafters are 
pitched at 50 degrees (rather than the 55 degrees or more usually associated with thatch in this 
region), and the structure was probably peg-tiled initially.  
 
Original Layout 
The two outer bays are of equal length with 4.1 m between their storey posts (13.5 ft) but are 
divided by a much narrower central bay of just 1.8 m (6 ft). The outer bays preserve original 
ceilings of plain tall-sectioned joists (of 13 cm by 7.5 cm or 5 ins by 3 ins) tenoned to neatly 
chamfered axial joists with curled ‘lamb’s tongue’ stops. These chamfers were applied to the 
outer edges of the binding joists flanking the central bay but not to the inner edges which are 
waney and unfinished in the typical manner of timbers designed to abut brick chimneys. The 
presence of a chimney in this bay is confirmed by the secondary nature of its ceiling joists (on 
both storeys) – the present joists are supported on nailed clamps – and by an area of 
disturbance in the roof immediately above where the rafters are also secondary and rest on a 
ridge board. Original externally trenched wall-braces rise in the direction of the roof-plates 
from all four corner posts, with empty mortises for four more in the gables, and their 
symmetry suggests the building is complete. This is supported by the 2009 thesis which refers 
to central gaps in the distribution of mortises in the now missing or concealed gable mid-rails. 
These features are consistent with similar central gaps in the mid-rails and roof-plates of both 
outer bays, which clearly accommodated original windows. Several studs adjoining these 
windows preserve recessed mortises for window sills in the usual manner of the early-17th 
century where the mullions projected beyond the plane of the walls as glazed oriels. Only the 
windows of the northern elevation on the upper storey lack these features, and their mid-rails 
instead contain rectangular mortises for the mullions of less ostentatious windows – 
indicating the building was designed to face south. The presence of a similar but narrower gap 
in the southern mid-rail of the central bay was evidently for the entrance door of a lobby 
entrance house of standard 17th century layout.  
 
The central chimney would have divided a hall and parlour of equal size, with a newel stair to 
either the front or rear rising to the first and attic floors. The first-floor ceiling is also original 
to the structure, with moulded principals and plan common joists that were probably plastered 
from the outset. The present access trap to the attic in the building’s south-eastern corner is an 
insertion which interrupts these joists. The clasped-purlin roof structure remains largely intact 
with empty mortises for curved wind braces in the four principal joists at the centre of each 
outer bay but not elsewhere (i.e. not the gables or the chimney bay). A pair of rectangular 
mullions in the eastern attic window may be original but could not be inspected at close 
quarters.  
 
Interpretation and Date 
The granary remains a well-preserved domestic house with more original features than most 
grade II-listed houses of its period. The relatively slender size of the wall studs, which are of 
precisely the same proportions as the ceiling joists, coupled with the mixed nature of the 
windows, the face-halved and bladed scarf joints, joist chamfers and wind-braced roof, all 
suggest a date of circa 1630. The common joists of both storeys contain lath nails in their 
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soffits that probably pre-date the fragments of lath-and-plaster which still survive on the 
floorboard soffits of the lower storey – suggesting the interior was well-decorated and 
fashionable despite its small proportions. The exterior would also have been rendered and 
probably pargeted in some way, as the outer edges of the studs are waney, although the areas 
of surviving clay daub to the northern exterior block original windows and are secondary. As 
a small, compact but high quality detached house in the immediate vicinity of a larger and 
more imposing farmhouse of similar but probably slightly earlier date it can be interpreted as 
a rare ‘unit house’ of a kind believed to have been occupied by semi-independent units of the 
same family such as different generations, siblings or widows. They are sometimes referred to 
in 16th and 17th century documents as ‘inset houses’. Most supposed unit houses are better 
interpreted as detached kitchens or bake-houses but this is not the case here. The unusual 
manner in which the two dwellings face the same direction, one interrupting the outlook of 
the other, also suggests a connection rather than a pair of independent farmhouses (which 
might be expected to share a common orientation towards a road or green).    
 
Later Alterations 
The house was converted into a cart lodge and granary in the late-18th or early-19th century by 
removing the chimney and inserting bolted knee-braces to support the binding joists. A knee 
brace still supports the northern end of the western gable above later brickwork, and similar 
features may have existed to the northern elevation and eastern gable where new studs have 
been recently inserted. A first-floor loading door was cut into the northern elevation of the 
central bay (now partly blocked by a 20th century lean-to shed of no historic value) and the 
chimney bay was provided with new joists and floorboards. The windows were also blocked 
with nailed studs interrupted by diagonal primary braces, and the southern ground sill 
replaced with re-used timber on a new red-brick plinth. At some point a pair of doors was cut 
into the same elevation. This conversion probably took place in response to the cereal boom 
of the Napoleonic era. Despite these changes there is nothing to suggest the 17th century 
frame is not in situ: its trenched wall braces are intact, as are the original oak floorboards and 
ceiling joists which contrast sharply with those of the chimney bay.    
 
The Barn (2) 
 
Proportions and Structure 
The barn to the north of the farmhouse is a substantial timber-framed and weatherboarded 
structure of five bays on an approximately east-west axis which extends to 19.8 m in length 
by 6.1 m in external width (65 ft by 20 ft). Its walls rise to 13.5 ft (4 m) on a secondary red-
brick plinth of 0.5 m (18 ins) and are fully framed with jowled storey posts and good quality 
studs interrupted by mid-rails 1.7 m below the roof-plates (5.5 ft). Externally trenched braces 
rise from the corner posts to the roof-plates and the building is of similar date to the 
farmhouse and granary. Its roof structure is a shallow-pitched replacement of the 20th century 
covered by corrugated iron, but areas of external clay daub still survive in the southern 
elevation. This daub dates only from the 18th or early-19th century but reflects the barn’s 
original appearance.   
 
Original Layout 
The interior is now undivided but close inspection reveals an unusually sophisticated original 
layout. The central three bays formed a standard threshing barn of 12 m in length (40 ft) with 
a central entrance to the south, as shown by the empty mortises of its door jambs at both ends 
of the roof-plate, and a smaller door to the rear (indicated by lintel mortises in both storey 
posts and a narrow gap in the stud mortises of the roof-plate). Fragments of a 19th century red-
brick threshing floor can still be seen immediately inside the main entrance but the rest of the 
interior is hidden by concrete. The present lean-to northern porch dates only from the 19th 
century but pegged mortises in the storey posts indicate that it replaced a predecessor of some 
kind. The eastern bay was divided from the rest and contained a cross-entry against its gable 
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in the typical manner of 17th century stables. The positions of its two opposing doors are now 
indicated only by gaps in the mid-rail mortises and an associated jamb mortise against the 
southern corner post; the empty stud mortises of the missing partition remain visible in the 
tie-beam, in conjunction with brace mortises in the storey posts. Each door was 1.2 m in 
width (40 ins) and the stable – which was probably provided with a loft although no evidence 
remains – extended to 3.6 m in internal length (12 ft). Similar brace mortises are found in the 
equivalent pair of storey posts at the western end of the barn, and this bay too was divided 
from the rest. The tie-beam here is a replacement, and there is no evidence of doors in the 
southern or northern elevations, but a door gap and jamb mortise survives beneath the mid-
rail at the southern end of the western gable. This space was of identical size to the eastern 
stable and may well have served as such, but its single entrance is atypical.  
 
Later Alterations  
The bolted knee-braces which replaced the original internal partitions suggest the central 
threshing barn was enlarged to its present proportions in the early-19th century to 
accommodate the increased cereal harvest of that period. Both gables were rebuilt either then 
or later in the 19th century, leaving only the southern end of the western gable intact. 
Curiously there is no evidence of an equivalent mid-rail to that of the western gable in its 
eastern counterpart. The roof has also been replaced, and 20th century lean-to sheds of no 
historic value added to the north while an open-sided shed to the south was rebuilt with brick 
piers by the present owners. Despite these changes the main elevations survive largely intact 
with only one area of significant damage to the west of the southern entrance.  
 
The Stable (3) 
 
The detached stable to the south-east of the barn is a timber-framed and weatherboarded 
building of 9.75 m in length by 4.25 m in external width (32 ft by 14 ft). Its walls rise to 3 m 
(10 ft) at their roof-plates and it lies on an NNW-SSE axis which differs slightly from the 
orientation of the other buildings on the site. The structure’s north-western corner is linked by 
a clay lump yard wall to the barn’s south-eastern corner, and it possesses a lean-to tack room 
and chaff box of the 20th century against its eastern elevation.  
 
The stable clearly dates from the early-17th century, with pegged and tenoned studs and an 
externally trenched wall brace rising to the roof-plate from its north-western corner post, but 
has been extensively altered and rebuilt. The storey posts contain mortises for the original 
binding joists of a hay loft but this has been removed and the joists which remain are 
secondary insertions at a higher level than the originals. Much of the internal framing was 
hidden by hay bales at the time of inspection, and no evidence of the internal layout was 
visible. At present the interior is divided by a central entrance passage into two loose boxes 
with a 19th century boarded manger against the northern gable. The pantiled roof structure 
(shown with a covering of corrugated iron on aerial photographs of the 1960s and 1970s) is a 
shallow-pitched replacement of the 20th century, and the southern gable is of the same period. 
As far as can be seen the floor consists of modern concrete.   
 
Historic Significance  
 
The granary, barn and stable at Hill House represent a rare group of early-17th century farm 
buildings which are broadly contemporary with the house itself. It is highly unusual to find 
more than two buildings of this early period on a vernacular site, particularly in a region of 
the country in which most farmyards were subjected to extensive remodelling in the mid-19th 
century. 17th century detached stables of the small scale found here are notoriously 
uncommon, and this example is of accordingly historic interest despite its somewhat 
fragmentary condition. The barn is a multi-purpose structure with separate stables or sheds at 
both ends (instead of the more typical single end) which illustrates the sophistication to which 
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such buildings could aspire and its layout can be reconstructed in perfect despite the loss of its 
roof and internal partitions. Unfortunately, despite its historic significance, the loss of original 
fabric is probably too great to meet the strict English Heritage criteria for listing in its own 
right. The granary is the most important building on the site, providing very rare insight into 
the nature and location of unit houses in rural contexts during the early-17th century. It 
survives in more complete condition than the listed farmhouse and undoubtedly merits listing 
in its own right at grade II.  
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
Drawings follow on pages 13-16 
All scales in feet (top) and metres 
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Figure 8 
Original Ground Plan of Granary (Alston) 
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Figure 9 
Internal Front (southern) Elevation of Granary 

 showing fenestration with central entrance door but omitting secondary timbers 
(Alston) 
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Figure 10 
Original Layout of Barn (2)  

showing corner of detached stable (3) to south-east. Scale in metres 
(Alston) 
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Appendix 1 (on accompanying CD): Full Photographic Record 
 
Descriptions of Photographs in Appendix 1 
 
Photograph no. 
 

1. Aerial view from south-west summer 1964 showing granary (1) with thatched 
roof in foreground and demolished barn east of farmhouse. 

 
2. Aerial view of site from south-west circa 1975 showing thatched granary (1) to 

right and barn (2) to left. 
 

3. Aerial view from south-west circa 1980 showing granary (1) with pantiled roof 
and absence of barn to east of farmhouse.  

 
4. General view of site entrance from road junction to west showing farmhouse (4) 

to left and granary (1) to right. 
 

5. Exterior of farmhouse from south-west showing early-17th century parlour to left 
of chimney & late-17th century wing to rear (included for site context). 

 
6. Exterior of farmhouse from north-east showing later brick facade & parallel roof 

to early-17th century rear cross-wing (included for site context). 
 

7. General view of site from north-east showing green lane to left, farmhouse (4) in 
centre with stable (3) & barn (2) to right. 

 
8. General view of site from paddock to east showing granary (1) to left, farmhouse 

(4) in centre and barn (2) with stable (3) right. 
 

9. Exterior of granary (1) from east showing proximity of early-17th century unit 
house to contemporary farmhouse. 

 
10. Northern exterior of granary (1) showing 20th century lean-to (1a) blocking 

central first-floor loading door. 
 

11. Exterior of granary (1) from north-west showing 20th century lean-to shed (1a) to 
left. 

 
12. Exterior of granary from north-east showing modern tarpaulin to eastern gable to 

left. 
 

13. Exterior of stable from south-west showing secondary weatherboarding above 
brickwork to western gable. 

 
14. Southern external elevation of granary (1) showing secondary weatherboarding 

and evidence of two blocked doors in brick plinth. 
 

15. Exterior of granary (1) from south-east showing tarpaulin concealing recent 
rebuilding of eastern gable. 

 
16. External detail of doorway in southern elevation of granary (1) interrupting 19th 

century brick plinth. 
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17. Detail of blocked door to granary (1) in brick plinth to east of southern exterior. 
 

18. Interior of lean-to shed (1a) from east showing new oak studs to northern exterior 
of granary (1) to left. 

 
19. Interior of lean-to shed (1a) from west showing new oak studs to northern 

exterior of granary (1) to right. 
 

20. Northern exterior of granary (1) from lean-to shed (1a) showing new oak studs to 
central and western bays. 

 
21. Northern exterior of granary (1) from lean-to shed (1a) showing new oak studs to 

eastern bay. 
 

22. Detail of housed window sill mortise in northern exterior of eastern bay of 
granary (1). 

 
23. Granary (1). General view of ground floor from east showing secondary knee-

braces to binding joists of narrow central bay. 
 

24. Granary (1). General view of ground floor from west showing secondary knee-
braces to binding joists of narrow central bay. 

 
25. Granary (1). Internal west gable of ground floor showing repaired brickwork with 

earlier knee-brace to mid-rail top-right. 
 

26. Granary (1). Detail of western interior gable showing empty stud mortises with 
central gap to left and knee-brace to right. 

 
27. Granary (1). Southern interior of ground floor from north-west showing blocked 

door in western bay to right. 
 

28. Granary (1). Southern ground-floor interior of western bay showing secondary 
brace to right and central gap in mortises for window. 

 
29. Granary (1). Southern interior of narrow central bay showing gap in studs for 

original door with secondary brace and plinth. 
 

30. Granary (1). Southern ground-floor interior of eastern bay showing pegged 
mortises for central window with housed sill to left. 

 
31. Granary (1). Window gap and housed sill mortise in southern interior of eastern 

bay. Note lack of pegs to upper stud mortises. 
 

32. Granary (1). Internal eastern gable showing recently replaced mid-rail, sill and 
plinth on ground floor. 

 
33. Granary (1). Northern interior of eastern bay showing recently renewed studs and 

sill with four original studs to right. 
 

34. Granary (1). Northern interior of narrow central bay showing secondary studwork 
and ostensibly replaced mid-rail. 

 
35. Granary (1). Detail from north of mid-rail in central bay showing lapped 

secondary joint to left. 
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36. Granary (1). Northern ground floor interior of western bay showing recently 

renewed studs sill & plinth with mortise gap for window. 
 

37. Granary (1). Narrow central bay from south showing later ground-floor ceiling 
joists inserted on removal of original chimney. 

 
38. Granary (1). Western binding joist showing chamfer to left and rough edge to 

right where it abutted original chimney. 
 

39. Granary (1). Detail from south of well-cut lamb's tongue chamfer stops to 
ground-floor axial joist (right) and binding joist. 

 
40. Granary (1). Detail of ground-floor common joists showing fragments of lath-

and-plaster between joists and lath nails in soffits. 
 

41. Granary (1). Incised Roman carpenter's numerals to common joists of ground-
floor ceiling. 

 
42. Granary (1). General view of first floor from east showing secondary nailed 

braces to tie-beams of narrow central bay. 
 

43. Granary (1). First floor ceiling from north showing original joists with lath nails 
and secondary joists in narrow central bay. 

 
44. Granary (1). Narrow central bay of first floor ceiling showing inserted joists 

supported on nailed clamps. 
 

45. Granary (1). Detail of chamfer to western edge of first-floor tie-beam and rough 
edge to central chimney bay. 

 
46. Granary (1). Detail of original first-floor ceiling joists showing lath nails with 

carpenter's numeral in red ochre to left. 
 

47. Granary (1). Detail from east of secondary deal floorboards in central bay of first 
floor with original oak elsewhere. 

 
48. Granary (1). Internal first-floor western gable showing secondary primary braces 

with possible central gap for window. 
 

49. Granary (1). Southern first-floor interior showing symmetrical externally 
trenched original braces. 

 
50. Granary (1). Southern first-floor interior of western bay showing original brace to 

right & later studs blocking central window. 
 

51. Granary (1). Position of original window with housed sill mortises in southern 
first-floor interior of western bay. 

 
52. Granary (1). Detail of externally trenched brace in southern first-floor interior of 

western bay. 
 

53. Granary (1). Southern first-floor interior of central bay showing scarf joint and 
secondary window. 
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54. Granary (1). Detail of face-halved and bladed scarf joint in southern roof-plate of 
narrow central bay. 

 
55. Granary (1). Detail of southern mid-rail showing lodged joists of first floor with 

tenoned but un-pegged feet of studs. 
 

56. Granary (1). Southern first-floor interior of eastern bay with original trenched 
wall brace to left and blocked central window. 

 
57. Granary (1). Evidence of original window with housed sill mortises in jambs in 

southern first floor interior of eastern bay. 
 

58. Granary (1). Southern first-floor interior of eastern bay showing lack of mullion 
mortises in roof-plate above window. 

 
59. Granary (1). Interior of eastern first-floor gable showing three original studs to 

right & mortise gap for window or abuttal. 
 

60. Granary (1). Northern first-floor interior of eastern bay showing original trenched 
brace and evidence of central mullioned window. 

 
61. Granary (1). Rectangular mullion mortises in roof-plate soffit above original 

window of first-floor northern interior of eastern bay. 
 

62. Granary (1). Northern first-floor interior of narrow central bay showing external 
loading door & three original stud mortises. 

 
63. Granary (1). Northern first-floor interior of western bay showing original brace to 

left and single stud blocking original window. 
 

64. Granary (1). Rectangular mullion mortises of central window of northern first-
floor interior of western bay. 

 
65. Granary (1). Detail of nailed tie-beam brace from east. 

 
66. Granary (1). Roof structure from inserted stair trap to east showing mortise of 

removed ceiling joist. 
 

67. Granary (1). Original clasped-purlin roof structure from east showing empty 
mortises of wind braces in centres of outer bays. 

 
68. Granary (1). Northern rafters of eastern bay showing pegged mortises of missing 

wind braces to principal truss. 
 

69. Granary (1). Eastern internal roof gable showing possibly original window with 
two rectangular mullions. 

 
70. Granary (1). Detail of pegged collar with secondary nails showing wind-brace 

mortises below. 
 

71. Granary (1). Northern rafters of eastern bay showing narrow central bay to left. 
 

72. Granary (1). Northern rafters of western bay showing mortises of central wind 
braces with narrow bay to right. 
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73. Granary (1). Secondary northern rafters with ridge-board confined to central bay 
(infilled after removal of chimney). 

 
74. Granary (1). Interior of largely rebuilt western roof gable. 

 
75. Granary (1). Southern rafters of western bay showing empty wind-brace mortises 

to central truss. 
 

76. Granary (1). Southern rafters of eastern bay showing empty wind-brace mortises 
to central truss to right. 

 
77. Southern exterior of 17th century barn (2) showing 20th century open-sided shed 

in foreground and 17th century stable (3) right. 
 

78. Yard to south of barn (2) from south-east showing possible calf-creeps in shed to 
left. 

 
79. Eastern external gable of barn (2) showing stable (3) to left with clay-lump 

connecting wall. 
 

80. Northern exterior of barn (2) showing central 19th century lean-to porch flanked 
by lean-to sheds. 

 
81. Exterior of barn (2) from north-west showing 20th century weatherboarding with 

lean-to northern porch and sheds to left. 
 

82. Interior from north of lean-to shed adjoining northern exterior of barn (2) to east 
of porch. 

 
83. Southern exterior of barn (2) from 20th century lean-to shed, showing central 

entrance doors to right. 
 

84. Southern exterior of barn (2) from 20th century lean-to shed, showing central 
entrance doors to right. 

 
85. Detail of original roughcast render to southern exterior of barn (2) from lean-to 

shed. 
 

86. Barn (2). Interior from east showing 20th century roof and intact original arch-
braces to tie-beams of central threshing bay. 

 
87. Barn (2). Interior from west showing replaced tie-beam of removed stable 

partition in foreground. 
 

88. Barn (2). Internal western gable showing extensive rebuilding but with original 
mid-rail and door jamb to left. 

 
89. Barn (2). Internal northern elevation to west of porch showing original framing 

with externally trenched corner brace. 
 

90. Barn (2). Internal southern elevation to west of entrance showing largely intact 
original framing with section of external daub. 

 
91. Barn (2), Soffit of southern roof-plate of central bay showing mortises of original 

door jambs to left and right. 
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92. Barn (2). Southern interior of central bay showing reduced height of original 

principal entrance. 
 

93. Barn (2). Intact original framing to southern interior of eastern bay with stable 
door position to left. 

 
94. Barn (2). Northern interior of central bay showing 19th century lean-to porch. 

 
95. Barn (2). Northern roof-plate of central bay showing widely spaced mortises of 

original narrow rear door. 
 

96. Barn (2). Detail of northern roof-plate of central bay from northern porch 
showing door lintel mortise in storey post. 

 
97. Barn (2). Detail of storey post in south-western corner of porch showing pegged 

mortise for original rear lean-to. 
 

98. Barn (2). Northern interior of eastern bays showing intact framing with original 
stable door to bottom right. 

 
99. Barn (2). Southern interior of eastern bay showing gap and jamb mortise of 

original stable door to left. 
 

100. Barn (2). Internal eastern gable showing secondary framing with no evidence of 
mid-rails in corner posts. 

 
101. Barn (2). Empty mortises for removed stable partition seen from eastern bay. 

 
102. Barn (2). Pegged mortise in southern storey post for wall brace of missing eastern 

stable partition. 
 

103. Barn (2). Pegged mortise in southern storey post for missing western stable 
partition. 

 
104. Barn (2). Detail of face-halved and bladed scarf joint in southern roof-plate. 

 
105. Exterior of stable (3) from north-east showing 19th century brick lean-to (3a) in 

foreground. 
 

106. Clay lump eastern external gable of open shed to south of barn (2) linking its 
corner to the stable (3) to left. 

 
107. Eastern exterior of stable (3) showing barn (2) to right and farmhouse (4) to left. 

 
108. Western exterior of 17th century stable (3) showing modern entrance and 

weatherboarding. 
 

109. External southern gable of stable (3) showing modern entrance to lean-to tack 
room (3a) to right. 

 
110. Interior of lean-to tack room (3a) from south showing window in eastern exterior 

of stable (3) to left. 
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111. Interior of tack-room (3a) showing chaff box against northern gable with door to 
stable (3) left. 

 
112. Studwork at northern end of eastern exterior of stable (3) from tack room (3a) 

showing pegged lintel of blocked door or window. 
 

113. Stable (3). Interior from north showing late-19th century roof and binding joists 
of removed hay loft. 

 
114. Stable (3). Entrance in western interior showing passage between two loose 

boxes. 
 

115. Stable (3). Northern end of western interior showing 17th century framing with 
original externally trenched wall brace to right. 

 
116. Stable (3). Southern end of western interior showing storey post with mortise for 

lower original binding joist. 
 

117. Stable (3). Detail of storey post in western interior with mortise for lower original 
binding joist. 

 
118. Stable (3). Storey post in eastern interior with mortise for lower original binding 

joist. 
 

119. Stable (3). Southern end of eastern interior showing original studwork to left. 
 

120. Stable (3). Internal southern gable showing 19th or early-20th century studwork. 
 

121. Stable (3). Original studwork at northern end of western interior showing boarded 
manger against northern gable to right. 

 
122. Stable (3). Detail of original externally trenched brace at northern end of western 

interior. 
 

123. Stable (3). Boarded 19th century manger against northern internal gable. 
 

124. Stable (3). Northern end of eastern interior showing concealed studwork and door 
to tack room (3a). 

 
125. Site of demolished additional barn shown on aerial photographs, seen from east 

and showing farmhouse to left. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   
 
 
 
Photographic Appendix follows on pp. 23-29 
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Appendix 2 (pp. 23-29): Selected Printed Photographs 
 

 
 

Illus. 1.   Aerial view of site from south-west taken in summer 1964 (in possession of 
owners). The granary (1) is shown with a thatched roof bottom right with the 

surviving barn top left. The barn on the alignment of the green lane to the right of 
the farmhouse has been demolished. 

 

 
 

Illus. 2.    General view of site from paddock to east showing granary (1) to left, 
farmhouse (4) in centre and barn (2) with stable (3) to right. 
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Illus. 3.  Exterior of granary (1) from south-east showing the pantiles which replaced 
the (probably secondary) thatch in circa 1980 with a tarpaulin concealing the recent 

rebuilding of the eastern gable. 
 

 
 

Illus. 4.  Granary (1). Southern interior of ground floor from north-west showing a 
mixture of original and secondary studwork with narrow central bay to the left. The 
remains of a blocked doorway are visible to the left of the right-hand (western) bay. 
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Illus. 5.  Granary (1).  The narrow central bay of the ground-floor ceiling viewed from 
the south showing its secondary joists supported on clamps and lacking lath nails 

(inserted on the removal of the original chimney). 
 

 
 

Illus. 6.    Granary (1). General view of the first floor from east, showing the largely 
intact wall framing and ceiling joists with secondary nailed braces to the tie-beams of 

the narrow central bay. The secondary external loading door of the northern elevation 
(now blocked by the 20th century lean-to) is visible to the right. Note the different timber 

and alignment of the secondary floorboards of the central bay.  
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Illus. 7.      Granary (1). Southern first-floor interior of western bay showing an original 
externally trenched brace to right & later studs interrupted by a diagonal primary 

brace blocking the central window. The housed mortises of the window sill are visible in 
the jambs. 

 

 
 

Illus. 8.    Granary (1). Original clasped-purlin roof structure seen from the east showing 
empty mortises of missing wind braces in the central principal rafters of the outer bays 

and the ridge-board to which the secondary rafters of the central bay are nailed.  
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Illus. 9.  Northern exterior of early-17th century barn (2) showing its central 19th 
century lean-to porch flanked by 20th century lean-to sheds. 

 

 
 

Illus. 10.   Barn (2). Interior from east showing the 20th century roof and intact original 
arch-braces to the tie-beams of central threshing bay. The oak studs and horizontal mid-

rails of the external walls are also largely original. 
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Illus. 11.  Barn (2). Northern interior of eastern bays showing intact framing with 
position of original stable door to bottom right (indicated by an absence of pegged 
mortises). Note the original externally trenched brace between the corner post and 
roof-plate, and the empty stud mortises of the missing stable partition in the central 

tie-beam 
 

 
 

Illus. 12.  Barn (2). Internal western gable showing extensive rebuilding but with 
part of the original mid-rail and the jamb of an original door to the left. The intact 
externally trenched corner braces of the side elevations are visible to left and right.   
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Illus. 13.  Western exterior of the much altered 17th century stable (3) showing its 
modern entrance and weatherboarding above a 19th century brick plinth.  

 

 
 

Illus. 14.    Stable (3). Original studwork at northern end of western interior showing 
externally trenched brace in top right-hand corner with a 19th century boarded manger 

against the northern gable to right. 
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